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1 Executive Summery

2 Company Description

Promo Fuzz (hereafter also referred to as the Company) is an already-established business entity operating in Advertising 
Agencies Industry and IT Industry in Bangkok, Thailand. The Company o�ers a wide range of services including digital 
marketing, web design, keyword research, website & IT development, app development, and creative content. Promo Fuzz will 
serve all interested global clients, primarily focusing on businesses from Thailand and Sweden, regardless of their size or 
previous marketing activities.

Promo Fuzz is an advertising startup that takes all the responsibility of making clients’ marketing campaigns successful on its 
shoulders. The Company o�ers multiple solutions for its clients covering IT, Websites, SEO & Marketing. Promo Fuzz does 
everything for its clients’ business from Websites to Facebook Marketing, SEO, and other.

Whatever help a business needs, Promo Fuzz is there to assist. The Company’s experts have the relevant experience and 
expertise to develop a marketing strategy that is exclusively tailored to the clients’ brand or business. The Company’s broad 
spectrum of experience can ignite client’s marketing campaigns and get the result they want.

The Company’s mission is: “We are on a mission to add a word called "success" in your business's marketing strategy”. The 
Company’s vision is “To be established as one of the top advertising agencies by o�ering professional, personalized, and �exible 
customer service, as well as implementing professional practices that will di�erentiate Promo Fuzz from other industry 
establishments in its local area.”

The Company will be managed by its CEO and Marketing 
Manager Mr. Adam Persson. Promo Fuzz will also hire four 
other employees in Year 1,  covering job positions such as 
Developer, Web Developer, Web Designer, and SEO Specialist. 
Additionally, Promo Fuzz will also cooperate with freelancers 
and contractors to keep its operating expenses low, whenever 
possible. 

After conducting extensive analysis of the Company’s poten-
tial, Promo Fuzz has decided to o�er the above-mentioned 
line of service to customers, and turn the Company into a 
highly pro�table business in the process. 

The Company has developed a detailed strategic plan that will 
take Promo Fuzz from its current position, to one of the most 
important advertising agencies in Bankgkok. 

As presented in the Industry Analysis section of this business 
plan Promo Fuzz will operate in an expanding industry, with a 
continuously increasing number of potential customers. The 
increased need for digital marketing services caused by 
restrictions related to the pandemic, as well as increases in 
global marketing expenditure and general interest in digital 
advertising are expected to drive the demand growth over the 
next �ve years. 

Moreover, the expanding number of customers will increase 
the potential market share for the Company, providing Promo 
Fuzz with growth and expansion opportunities in the future. 

Furthermore, the Market Analysis section will show favorable 
conditions, indicating that Promo Fuzz is making its business 
move at the right time.

The Company is expected to achieve $245,000 in revenue in 
Year 1, and the revenue is expected to grow to $538,058 by the 
end of Year 5.

The Company’s favorable location, well-developed strategy, 
and it’s already acquired marketing clientele in Thailand, make 
Promo Fuzz an exceptional investment opportunity. The Com-
pany is projected to achieve a strong growth over the next �ve 
years, with its CAGR (compound annual growth rate) reaching 
17.04%.

Year 5

5Employees:

ThailandLocations:

$538,058Revenue:

$127,070Total Expense:

$158,127Net Pro�t:

  Year 1 is calculated from the moment the Company starts implementing its business plan1
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Promo Fuzz is focused on business clients across all industries, regardless of their size or previous marketing activities. The 
Company will be professional and transparent in its daily operations. Promo Fuzz will primarily focus on optimizing and 
personalizing the experience of its clients, and continuously research new o�ers and experiences it can include in its o�er. The 
Company will instruct its employees on how to deal with customers on a daily basis in order to secure high levels of customer 
satisfaction. This strategy will provide Promo Fuzz with much needed word-of-mouth marketing and increased referral rates, 
further expanding its potential market.

The Company o�ers two tiers of services (Level 1 and Level 2), and both include the following:

Startup Package for smaller businesses - $499 per month ($1,999 for VIP option):

 - 30% Facebook ads Budget
 - 20% Google Ads Budget
 - Startup Basic Designs
 - Social Media Designs
 - 1 Social Media Post Weekly
 - Basic Support

Business Package for mid-size businesses - $999 per month ($2,999 for VIP option):

 - 30% Facebook Ads Budget
 - 20% Google Ads Budget
 - Premium Startup Business Designs
 - Premium Social Media Designs
 - Social Media Posts Weekly
 - Premium Support

Enterprise Package for large businesses - $1,499 per month ($3,999 for VIP option):

 - 30% Facebook Ads Budget
 - 20% Google Ads Budget
 - Premium Startup Business Designs
 - Premium Social Media Designs
 - Social Media Posts Weekly
 - Premium Support

The Company will be focused on employing the most quali�ed personnel for the job, with years of industry relevant experience. 
Promo Fuzz will organize regular meetings and training sessions for all sta� members, further improving their skills, and in turn 
improving the quality of services provided. 

The Company’s goal will be to translate the client’s passion into a SUCCESS story that business will be proud of. 

The Company plans to rely on both online and o�ine marketing activities to reach new clients. Promo Fuzz will conduct 
additional market research in order to identify and connect with the best industry professionals in order to further improve the 
quality of its work, as well as leverage professional experience and expertise of its future employees to ensure the success of its 
daily operations. 

The Company will also use services of di�erent independent contractors when needed in order to keep the operating costs low, 
including but not limited to content creators, social media specialists, marketing assistants, designers, and others.
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3 Location Analysis

4 Industry Analysis

After conducting extensive market research, and analyzing the distribution of potential customers, suppliers, partners, and 
competitors, the Company has identi�ed Bangkok as the best possible location for its operations.

As the Company plans to o�er its services across both industries (Advertising Agencies Industry and the IT Industry), it is 
important to analyze trends in those industries covering both global and regional statistics.

According to StartUp Thailand,  the country has a big and extremely dynamic manufacturing sector that produces a wide range 
of goods such as jewelry, furniture, rubber, �sh products, and toys. This robustness in the FMCG and manufacturing 
departments has enabled Thailand to be a leader in commerce and trade within the region.

The government of Thailand is highly innovative and forward-thinking in its approach and is keen to promote socioeconomic 
advancement and development. Foreign investment – both in terms of �nancial and human capital – is very much welcome in 
Thailand. Over the past two decades or so, the authorities have worked towards making the country’s environment more 
favorable for foreign organizations and businesses.

Thailand boasts not just a large but also a highly versatile workforce. As per the country’s BOI (Board of Investment), 94% of all 
males and 90% of all females in Thailand are literate. This means that any foreign investor will be able to bene�t from a large pool 
of skilled and educated workforce that can be further trained and developed. Alongside being �exible and educated, Thailand’s 
workforce is also known for its cost-e�ectiveness compared to their Western counterparts; the average daily pay in Bangkok is 
approximately 433 THB – the equivalent of 13.5 US$.

Thailand is renowned for leading the way in terms of corporate governance. It has applied similar principles and regulations 
within the public sector with the purpose of enhancing accountability and transparency.

According to the 11 markets in Asia that were ranked in the report published by the ACGA (Asia Corporate Governance 
Association), Thailand was placed fourth – a remarkable achievement, considering their location and size.

https://bit.ly/3ChR0hk2
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to grow further to 412 billion by 2024. China is the country 
with the largest share of mobile internet in digital advertising 
spending worldwide, at 92 percent. In fact, except for Mexico, 
with 88.5 percent, the remaining countries in the top �ve are 
all Asian.

The advertising statistics above show beyond doubt that this 
industry is in a state of rapid �ux. As marketers adapt to 
technological advancements, a whole new world of 
possibilities has opened up. Advertising is more competitive 
than ever before, and companies need to be on top of their 
game if they want their business to stand out from the crowd.

Advertising Agencies Industry in Thailand

According to Mordor Intelligence,  the Southeast Asia 
advertising market is expected to witness a CAGR (compound 
annual growth rate) of 15.29% during the forecast period 
2021-2026.

The COVID-19 pandemic may have reduced the ad spends in 
the short term, but it would make companies look into 
unexplored areas of ads and marketing in the future. Even 
during the lockdown, many organizations tried to reach their 
audience using online ads and marketing tools. The 
post-Covid-19 consumer is indoors and available on online 
mediums, making the paradigm shift in marketing strategy a 
must for businesses, small and big.

Post-COVID-19, a shift in the advertising budget from 
traditional marketing, such as print and ATL, to digital and 
mobile marketing is expected. It is the means to reach the 
end-user consuming content primarily on the laptop, 
smartphone, or TV. Ad spends on news, and social chatting 
platforms, streaming TV, music, and games are increasing in 
the current period.

According to Statista,  ad spending in the Digital Advertising 
market is projected to reach $1.3 billion in 2022 in Thailand. 
The Industry’s largest segment is Banner Advertising with a 
projected market volume of $471 million in 2022. The average 
ad spending per user in the Banner Advertising segment in 
Thailand is projected to amount to $8.28 in 2022. 
Furthermore, in the Digital Advertising segment, 72% of the 
Digital Advertising revenue will be generated through 
programmatic advertising by 2026.

Advertising has evolved over hundreds of years to become a 
key driving force behind the modern economy. The global 
advertising industry is changing. As the old continues its exit, 
the new is expanding its territory. Digital technology 
revolutionizes the way brands and consumers connect 
throughout the world. The third decade of the 21st century 
will see the industry enter a new age of technological 
possibilities. Virtual and augmented reality will bloom as 
advertising gets a face-lift, with outdated approaches 
destined for the scrap heap.

Until 2020, when the coronavirus put a halt on many 
industries, the spending on advertising worldwide has been 
increasing steadily. Luckily, the market saw healthy growth in 
2021 and is expected to continue on the path and surpass one 
trillion U.S. dollars in 2026. North America is the region that 
invests most in advertising, however, Asia Paci�c has been on 
its heels for quite some time, and Western Europe closes the 
top three.

According to Statista,  the industry has shown a strong growth 
over the past 10 years, with predictions of its global revenue 
rising from $455.3 billion in 2021 to $645 billion by the end of 
2024, in digital and mobile advertising alone. According to the 
same source, year over year growth rate was 4.1% in 2014, and 
this key indicator is expected to reach 6.4% in 2024.

Mobile internet advertising is the fastest growing medium on 
the global ad market. In 2021, mobile ad spend worldwide 
amounted to roughly 288 billion U.S. dollars and it is expected 

4.1 Advertising Agencies Industry – Overview and Outlook

According to NAICS Association,  this industry comprises establishments primarily engaged in creating advertising 
campaigns and placing such advertising in periodicals, newspapers, radio and television, or other digital media. These 
establishments are organized to provide a full range of services (either through in-house capabilities or subcontract-
ing), including advice, creative services, account management, production of advertising material, media planning, as 
well as buying and placing ads.

Digital Marketing and Mobile Advertising Revenue
in 2021 and 2024
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https://bit.ly/3Mq33Ou3 https://bit.ly/3tvzja95

https://bit.ly/3sL92pj6https://bit.ly/3ChsGfC4
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Web development is a constantly evolving �eld. Best practices, 
techniques, and the results we get from them are always 
changing. In order to stay on top of our competition and 
develop websites that users want to go to and stay on, 
companies must stay up to date with current industry trends.

According to comptia.org,  in terms of industry speci�cs, IDC 
projects that the technology industry is on pace to exceed 
$5.3 trillion in 2022. After the speed bump of 2020, the 
industry is returning to its previous growth pattern of 5%-6% 
growth year over year.

With the onset of COVID-19, the vulnerability of supply chains 
has been exposed. For most IT organizations, fragile 
ecosystems included providers of critical IT services. 
Additionally, work-from-home mandates have led the service 
providers to ensure that mission-critical enterprise customers 
have the necessary tools and technologies to enable the 
speed, security, quality, and overall e�cacy of services 
provided. 

According to the same source, the industry is projected to 
continue its growth over the next several years, achieving 
previously projected CAGR of 5-6%. The industry revenue is 
expected to rise from $5.3 trillion in 2022 to $6.4 trillion in 
2026.

Furthermore, Thailand's digital industry is expected to see 
double-digit growth this year, buoyed by a strong digital 
service sector, according to the Digital Economy Promotion 
Agency (Depa). 

The digital industry is projected to reach $22.2 billion in value 
this year, up from $19.9 billion in 2020.
Furthermore, the digital economy has generated new sources 
of revenues for telecommunications service providers, 
consumer electronics, digital entertainment, and gaming. 
With a tech-savvy population and mobile penetration of 
133%, Thailand provides immense growth opportunities for 
businesses in high tech, online retail, and mobile gaming 
sectors resulting in high demand for IT services in the country. 
The need for enterprise mobility is likely to stimulate demand 
for new technologies in Thailand.

4.2 IT Industry – Overview and Outlook

According to NAICS Association,  this industry comprises establishments primarily engaged in writing, modifying, 
testing, and supporting software and applications to meet the needs of a particular customer. This industry includes 
applications software programming services, computer program or software development, web page design 
services, and other related software and application services.

Total Value of the Asia-Pacific Digital Advertising Market
in 2022 and 2024
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IT Industry in Thailand

According to comptia.org,  South Asian region accounts for 
14% of the global IT industry and the trend of growth is 
projected to continue for this region in the coming years. 

https://bit.ly/3Ki6PYn7 https://bit.ly/3tyIu9V9

https://bit.ly/3sNyVF310https://bit.ly/3tyIu9V8
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5.1 Market Conditions

5 Market Analysis

According to Mordor Intelligence,  the Online Advertising Market is expected to grow at a CAGR of 14.3% over the forecast 
period (2021 - 2026). The Covid-19 pandemic had a positive e�ect on this market. The pandemic led to lockdowns and works 
from home scenarios; People were not getting out of their houses, which led to the growth of the online advertising market. 
People became more attracted to online portals and social networking sites, which resulted in increased online population and 
streaming.

As most end users are now operating online with digital gadgets and uncertainty of pandemic to end, many organizations plan 
to shift their advertising investment to digital platforms.

The increasing technological advancements coupled with increasing digital spending by enterprises is expected to drive the 
online advertisement market over the forecast period.

Additionally, over the years, technological developments regarding the internet, combined with its increasing commercial use 
and the rapidly growing number of internet users worldwide, have not only shaped the evolution of online advertising and 
produced di�erent forms of digital advertising but have also given rise to new advertising business models and new market 
levels and players.

Moreover, there are di�erent advertisements for mobile devices, including click to download, click to call, image text, and 
banner ads. Consumers widely prefer smartphone devices over laptops or desktops, owing to convenience and portability. 
Similar operations can be performed on the former, owing to which mobile platforms are expected to grow lucratively.
Furthermore, the 6-second ad is increasingly gaining popularity on various social media platforms. According to new research 
by the Advertising Research Foundation, short-form, six-second ads on TV capture 8% to 11% more attention per second than 
longer ads.

With the introduction of new platforms and formats, the possibilities of video marketing are expanding. While spending on 
traditional television advertising is declining, digital video market spending is increasing.
According to the same source, most of the expenses are allocated to mobile and desktop advertising, amounting to almost 
two-thirds of the total advertising budget for video ads.

The Asia-Paci�c region accounts for the largest population. With the growing urban population and increased purchasing 
power, Asia-Paci�c is considered one of the largest markets for digital OOH.

https://bit.ly/3pF3avC11

11
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5.2 Market Segmentation

In order to better understand its market, the Company has decided to analyze the segmentation of its potential clients by 
looking into the distribution of global digital marketing clients across downstream industries, device type, and client’s 
preference for speci�c social media platform. This segmentation will help Promo Fuzz decide on a proper market targeting using 
di�erent online and o�ine campaign techniques as well as help make future decisions on introducing new services to the 
market.

According to hubspot.com,  the chart above shows the usage of social media platforms among the Companies’ potential clients. 
(Percentages do not add up to 100% as most companies rely on more than one social media platform)

According to the same source, Thailand is ranked as the 
second largest market in this region with the value of online 
media market of $4.0 billion in 2020, just behind Indonesia 
with $4.4 billion.

The total value of the Asia-Paci�c market is also projected to 
show an increasing growth over the next several years, rising 
from $221.9 billion in 2022 to projected $248.0 in 2024. 

Indonesia Thailand Vietnam Malaysia Philippines

Value of the online media market, in USD Billion, South-East Asia,
as of Novevmber 2020
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https://bit.ly/3CqptdW12 https://www.hubspot.com/13
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According to per�cient.com, the chart above shows the participation of global sectors in online activities, indicating the industry 
of operations for the Company’s potential clients.

Furthermore, the same source reports that the most dominant device in interactions with digital content are smartphones (68%), 
followed by desktop devices (29%) and tablets (3%).
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5.2 Market Segmentation

6.1 Competitive Environment

6.2 Key Competitors

6 Competitive Analysis

The online advertising market is highly competitive, owing to many prominent players operating on a global scale. The market 
appears to be moderately concentrated, with signi�cant players adopting key strategies like mergers, acquisitions, and service 
innovation. The Southeast Asia advertising market is also competitive and fragmented and consists of a signi�cant number of 
global and regional players. These players account for a considerable share in the market and focus on expanding their client 
base, worldwide. These players focus on R&D activities, strategic alliances, and other organic and inorganic growth strategies to 
stay in the market landscape over the forecast period.

Primal is an integrated digital agency based in Thailand with a wealth of experience in delivering e�ective data-driven marketing 
campaigns. Built and run by the top digital talent in Thailand, Primal is committed to achieving only the best results for its clients. 
The company maintains a user-friendly website and is present on social media platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, 
Twitter, and Youtube. Promo Fuzz will have an advantage over Primal Digital Marketing & SEO Agency, and the Company will 
o�er other services such as Web Design and App Development, which are not currently o�ered by Primal Digital Marketing & 
SEO Agency.

After conducting extensive market research and the analysis of its local market, the Company has identi�ed some of its main 
competitors including Primal Digital Marketing & SEO Agency and Inspira.

Primal Digital Marketing & SEO Agency

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

OPPORTUNITIES

SWOT

THREATS

Well-developed growth strategy Early stage startup risks

Diversi�ed service o�er

Highly-skilled team

Personalized approach to projects

Exponential projected growth of the market

Possibility to include new services in the future

Possibility to outsource tasks and projects

Low operating costs Unpredicted e�ects of COVID19 pandemic and other 
disruptive events in the future

Low barriers to entry
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6.3 Competitive Advantages

7.1 Website

7 Marketing Plan

Inspira Digital Agency was established to provide businesses, both small and large, with inspired digital marketing solutions 
engineered to help them reap the most bene�ts out of online advertising. Inspira is a digital marketing agency built on a solid 
foundation of quality service delivery. In order words, the company regards quality service as a competitive asset that enables it 
to stand out from other digital marketing agencies. The company maintains a user-friendly website and is present on social 
media platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Twitter, and Youtube. In addition to traditionally o�ered marketing 
service, Inspira also o�ers web design, but not app development services.

Personalized Approach

Personalized approach to work, especially in the marketing and advertising related industries has a key role in client retention 
and increased referral rates. The Company will instruct its existing and future employees and partners on how to deal with 
clients, and how to approach work in order to provide highly customized services on a daily basis. The Company’s employees will 
regularly conduct inquiries in order to identify client preferences, and search for ways to ful�ll the client’s needs in the most 
personalized way possible. The Company will adapt its o�ering in accordance with all market demands in Thailand, Sweden, and 
beyond, ensuring the success of its operations. This strategy will help Promo Fuzz win its position in the market, as well as secure 
high rates of customer referrals and word-of-mouth marketing.

Comprehensive Expansion Strategy

Growth strategies allow a small business to grow into a bigger entity, gain a greater competitive advantage through size, more 
money, and greater in�uence. It helps small businesses survive the unpredictable changes in the business ecosystem. Moreover, 
growth is about equipping a business with the tools it needs to sustain a life in the market. This does not only mean that the 
business will grow bigger, but it will survive the unpredicted hardships with the aid of the growth strategy. 

Promo Fuzz will conduct regular market research and analyze results in order to identify new potential growth opportunities for 
its business. The Company will rely on already tested online tools for analysis including publically available market papers, 
tracking market trends, and other related tools such as SEMrush and Ahrefs, as well as regularly questioning its existing and 
potential clients about their needs and requirements for high-quality marketing service. This will provide Promo Fuzz with the 
key information needed to adjust its future operations, expand to new potential markets, or withdraw from potentially 
unpro�table segments.

The Company has already developed its user-friendly website at www.promofuzz.com. The website will be further adapted 
according to the market demands, and the Company will conduct all necessary Search Engine Optimization activities in order to 
ensure the best website rankings on Google and other browsers.

Inspira
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7.2 Keyword/Phrase Analysis

Proper Search Engine Optimization will ensure a continuous stream of organic visitors to the website. Additionally, the Company 
will dedicate a part of its budget for digital marketing such as Google Ads, targeting its potential market by taking into account 
the geographical distribution of customers, the most popular keywords and search terms, as well as current, in-demand online 
content and popular trends.

The Company will negotiate with businesses, in�uencers, and potential partners, and ask them to include inbound links towards 
the Company’s website, increasing its domain authority and domain ranking by strengthening the Company’s backlink pro�le 
and increasing the organic tra�c in the process. Promo Fuzz will also make sure its website is optimized for mobile devices, is fast 
to load, and does not include broken links, which will further increase its SERP rank.

Promo Fuzz will monitor changes in tra�c before and after using the paid advertising. By analyzing reach and frequency data for 
campaigns, the Company will better understand how many people were shown ads and how frequently the same people saw 
them over a certain period of time. This strategy will help the Company focus on reinforcing the message or on reaching new 
potential clients, and this information will help get a clearer picture of how the Company is meeting its online reach goals. In 
order to use the full advantage of its digital marketing campaigns the Company will rely on carefully selected keywords/phrases.

The Company has conducted extensive market research and identi�ed several keywords/phrases that showed high search 
frequency in the previous four years. These keywords/phrases are closely related to the Company’s operations and will be used 
in digital marketing campaigns on both social media platforms, and third party websites. The following charts show the search 
frequency for keywords/phrases such as marketing solutions, advertising agency, and website design.

Keyword/Phrase Analysis (Marketing Solutions)
Interest over time
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Social media is quickly becoming one of the most important aspects of digital marketing, which provides incredible bene�ts that 
help reach millions of customers worldwide. Social media is also one of the most pro�table digital marketing tools that can be 
used to increase business visibility. Applying a social media strategy, will help the Company signi�cantly increase its brand 
recognition. According to Digital Doughnat,  by spending only a few hours per week, over 91% marketers claimed that their 
social marketing e�orts greatly increased their brand visibility and heightened user experience.

Additionally, for an advertising strategy, social media marketing is possibly the most cost-e�ective way. Creating an account and 
signing up is free for almost all social networking platforms.

The Company will maintain professional social media accounts on platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, and YouTube.

These accounts will be of utmost importance for the Company’s digital marketing strategy. Promo Fuzz will also dedicate a part 
of its budget for social media advertising. The Company will rely on the most popular keywords and topics to reach its potential 
customers, as well as create visually attractive content in order to encourage reposts, comments, and content sharing.

The keyword/phrase Marketing Solutions shows a high search frequency trend in previous years. The Company will use this 
phrase to optimize its website and social media activities, as well as to create comprehensive digital marketing campaigns.

The keyword/phrase advertising agency also shows a high search frequency trend in previous years, and will be an important 
part of the Company’s SEO activities.

The keyword/phrase website design shows a high search frequency trend in previous years as well, and will also be an important 
part of the Company’s SEO activities.

Keyword/Phrase Analysis (Advertising Agency)
Interest over time

Keyword/Phrase Analysis (Website Design)
Interest over time

7.3 Social Media Plan
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7.4 Other Marketing Strategies

7.5 Marketing Goals

Promo Fuzz will dedicate a monthly budget for social media advertising, focusing primarily on Facebook and YouTube ads. The 
Company will alternate between two social media platforms placing ads on Facebook in the �rst month of the year, and 
switching to YouTube in the second month. Promo Fuzz will continue with this strategy throughout the year, measuring the 
response and the e�ciency of each ad and each post, as well as adapting its campaign along the way. The Company will increase 
and decrease the advertising budget depending on results of its digital marketing campaigns.

Additionally, Promo Fuzz will use Twitter to drive the organic tra�c to its website. The Company will use it to establish a direct 
communication with its potential customers interested in marketing, SEO, and websites, as well as to reach both its customers 
and potential employees. Promo Fuzz also plans to publish texts related to marketing and public relations, and other industry 
related topics, which will further create interest and expand the brand awareness across Thailand, Sweden, and beyond. The 
Company will also use services of independent parties to create its online marketing content, ads, and conduct other related 
marketing activities, reducing operating costs in the process when required.

According to Outreach Media Group,  some consumers trust print ads more than digital ads. The same source states that 
advertising in newspapers and magazines will tend to add credibility to a product or service, while an online pop-up ad will 
reduce the credibility. Additionally, customers recall print ads better than digital ads. The Internet is cluttered and any given page 
may have dozens of links, ads, calls to action, and choices competing for customer’s attention. In a magazine or newspaper, 
readers still have distractions, but there are generally fewer of them, and they physically move through ads as they interact with 
the content. The Company will conduct an extensive market research in order to identify the best potential magazines for ad 
placement in Thailand.

The Company has identi�ed four main marketing goal categories, covering: brand, customers, media relations, and advertising.

Brand

The Company will aim to develop Promo Fuzz brand as a unique, one stop solution to acquiring high-quality IT, Websites, SEO & 
Marketing solutions. The Company plans to associate its brand with professionalism, personalization, and premium quality, 
enriching the brand experience for Promo Fuzz clients in the process. 

Branding is important because not only is it what makes a memorable impression on customers, but it allows them to know what 
to expect from the Company. It is a way of distinguishing one’s o�er from the competitors and clarifying what it is that makes 
Promo Fuzz the better choice. The brand will be built to be a true representation of what the Company is as a business, and how 
it should be perceived.

Customers

The Company will also aim to excite and reward its repeat customers, increasing their satisfaction in the process and securing 
high levels of referrals and word-of-mouth marketing. Moreover, Promo Fuzz will extend the reach to local and national 
customers through joint partnerships, Key Opinion Leaders (KOL), and events. 
Traditionally in�uencers have been used for their ability to build communities and engage consumers in a more personal way 
than brands can do on their own. In�uencers understand their target audience on a personal level. They have built communities 
that trust them, and are fully engaged, creating close connections with consumers. The best in�uencers understand the line 
between what is authentic and what is fake, and they use it to their advantage. The Company’s engagement with in�uencers and 
Key Opinion Leaders will be of key importance for customer reach and engagement.

Media Relations

Media relations are an important part of every organization. The main goal of media relations is to maximize positive coverage 
of organizations, providing a clear voice in public discussions, and giving visibility about the �eld or the organization.
Promo Fuzz will aim to educate the media on the brand’s vision and mission, increasing the brand awareness in the process and 
building relationships with its potential market based on trust and professional approach. The Company will also promote media 
interviews with Promo Fuzz founder Mr. Adam Persson to heighten the brand’s credibility.
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Advertising 

Advertising is important for every aspect of a business. It plays an imperative role for both service providers and consumers. 
Advertising is important for the business on the whole as it lets the business gain more customers, thereby increasing business 
turnaround.

Advertising can be achieved using various media such as television, newspapers, radio, banners, pamphlets, websites etc. Each 
advertising media has its own pros and cons and one must evaluate all of them before selecting a particular media. The main 
thing that needs to be considered is that the advertising medium selected must be able to reach a large number of customers.
Promo Fuzz will aim to maintain the brand presence in online / o�ine environment and prominent social media platforms, 
increasing the number of followers with each new campaign. The Company will also focus its marketing spending on carefully 
selected touch points to maximize the advertising impact and PR value.

CEO and Marketing Manager: Mr. Adam Persson

Mr. Adam Persson will serve as the Company’s CEO and Marketing Manager. He will design and implement business strategies, 
plans, and procedures, set comprehensive goals for performance and growth, and establish policies that promote company 
culture and vision. Mr. Adam Persson will also oversee daily operations of the Company, lead employees to encourage maximum 
performance and dedication, and evaluate performance by analyzing and interpreting data and metrics. He will also develop 
high-quality business strategies and plans ensuring their alignment with short-term and long-term objectives, make 
high-quality investing decisions to advance the business and increase pro�ts, review �nancial and non-�nancial reports, and 
build trust relations with key partners and stakeholders. Mr. Adam Persson will also conduct all other marketing related activities, 
ensuring high rates of return customers and referrals. Furthermore, the Company will rely on contractors and freelancers for any 
specialized activities in the future. 

Developer

The Company will hire one Developer in Year 1. This employee will produce clean, e�cient code based on speci�cations, work 
with other team members to design algorithms and �owcharts, and integrate software components and third-party programs. 
The Developer will verify and deploy programs and systems, troubleshoot, debug and upgrade existing software, and gather 
and evaluate user feedback. This employee will also recommend and execute improvements, as well as create technical 
documentation for reference and reporting.

Web Developer

The Company will also hire one Web Developer in Year 1. This employee will write well designed, testable, e�cient code by using 
best software development practices, create website layout/user interface by using standard HTML/CSS practices, and integrate 
data from various back-end services and databases. The Web Developer will gather and re�ne speci�cations and requirements 
based on technical needs, create and maintain software documentation, and be responsible for maintaining, expanding, and 
scaling of websites. This employee will also stay plugged into emerging technologies/ industry trends and apply them into 
operations and activities, as well as cooperate with web designers to match visual design intent.

Web Designer

The Company plans to hire one Web Designer in Year 1. This employee will execute all visual design stages from concept to �nal 
hand-o� to engineering, conceptualize original website design ideas that bring simplicity and user friendliness to complex 
roadblocks, and create wireframes, storyboards, user �ows, process �ows and site maps to communicate interaction and design 
ideas. The Web Designer will also present and defend designs and key deliverables to peers and executive level stakeholders, and 
establish and promote design guidelines, best practices and standards.

8.1 Employee Positions 

8 Personnel Plan
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SEO Specialist

The Company will hire one SEO Specialist in Year 1. This employee will execute tests, collect and analyze data and results, identify 
trends and insights in order to achieve maximum ROI in paid search campaigns, track, report, and analyze website analytics and 
PPC initiatives and campaigns, and manage campaign expenses, staying on budget, estimating monthly costs and reconciling 
discrepancies. The SEO Specialist will optimize copy and landing pages for search engine marketing, perform ongoing keyword 
discovery, expansion and optimization, and research and implement search engine optimization recommendations. This 
employee will also research and analyze competitor advertising links, develop and implement link building strategy, as well as 
work with the development team to ensure SEO best practices are properly implemented on newly developed code.

* CEO and Marketing Manager will receive part of the pro�t in accordance with the ownership structure and will not have a �xed 
salary.

8.2 Payroll Expenses

8.3 Organization Chart

-

$16,512

$13,908

$17,544 $18,421 $19,342 $20,309 $21,325

$14,603 $15,334 $16,100 $16,905

$17,338 $18,204 $19,115 $20,070

- - - -

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5Payroll Expenses per Job Position

Total Payroll Expense: $62,862 $66,005 $69,305 $72,771 $76,409

$14,898 $15,643 $16,425 $17,246 $18,109

Total Employees: 5 5 5 5 5

Web Designer

Web Developer

Developer

CEO and Marketing Manager*

SEO Specialist

CEO and Marketing 
Manager: 

Mr. Adam Persson

Web DesignerWeb Developer SEO SpecialistDeveloper
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Determining �nancial benchmark for niche products or services is not an easy task, as there is usually no real publicly disclosed 
information that can be compared to the Company’s services. For the purposes of the business plan, and in order to determine 
the cost structure benchmark for the Company’s Pro�t and Loss Projections, category data in percentages provided by the 
Canadian Government,  adjusted using real expenses of companies operating in the same industry in Thailand is used.

The Company is expected to achieve a net pro�t margin of 16.0% in Year1, which is just above the average net pro�t margin of 
15.8% for this industry. The Company’s direct expenses consisting of third party professional fees, software tools, equipment, 
digital assets, and other related expenses are expected to amount to 34.4% annually. 

In order to determine sales levels, the Company reverse engineered the numbers working back from the expected net pro�t 
(net pro�t margin). In order to determine the expected rent level, Promo Fuzz has calculated the minimum space needed per 
employee of 80 square feet or 7.4 square meters, and used average o�ce rent for Bangkok. 

In Year 1, the Company expects to have a total of 160 clients across both sales levels. Furthermore, in order to accommodate for 
the in�ation and other potential expense changes, the Company has implemented 5% expense growth over the next �ve years. 
The Company’s sales are projected to rise at an annual compound growth rate of 17.04%.

9.1 Financial Projections and Financial Assumptions

9.2 Sales Projections

9.3 Balance Sheet

9 Financial Plan

$85,000

$160,000

$29,240

$184,000 $207,920 $270,296 $351,385

$33,626 $37,997 $49,397 $64,216

Level 1 sales

Level 2 sales

Level 1 Direct Costs

$97,750 $110,458 $143,595 $186,673

Year 1Sales Projections Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

$55,040 $63,296 $71,524 $92,982 $120,876Level 2 Direct Costs

Assets

$39,325Cash and Other Current Assets $91,867 $157,386 $262,731 $420,858

$39,325 $91,867 $157,386 $262,731 $420,858

$39,325 $91,867 $157,386 $262,731 $420,858

Paid-In Capital

-Retained Earnings $39,325 $91,867 $157,386 $262,731

$39,325Earnings $52,542 $65,519 $105,345 $158,127

Total Capital

Balance Sheet

Net Worth $39,325

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

Capital Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

$91,867 $157,386 $262,731 $420,858

https://bit.ly/3HKfC3x15
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9.4 Pro�t and Loss

9.5 Breakeven Analysis

$245,000Sales $281,750 $318,378 $413,891 $538,058

$84,280 $96,922 $109,522 $142,378 $185,092

$62,862Payroll $66,005 $69,305 $72,771 $76,409

$9,429Payroll Tax $9,901 $10,396 $10,916 $11,461

$7,500Marketing $7,875 $8,269 $8,682 $9,116

$17,400Rent $18,270 $19,184 $20,143 $21,150

$1,740Insurance $1,827 $1,918 $2,014 $2,115

$3,000Other Expenses $3,150 $3,308 $3,473 $3,647

$56,179Pro�t Before Taxes $75,060 $93,599 $150,492 $255,896

$56,179 $75,060 $93,599 $150,492 $255,896EBITDA

$16,854Taxes Incurred $22,518 $28,080 $45,148 $67,769

$2,610Utilities $2,741 $2,878 $3,021 $3,172

16.05%Net Proft Margin 18.65% 20.58% 25.45% 29.39%

Pro�t Margin

% 65.60% 65.60% 65.60% 65.60% 65.60%

Pro�t and Loss

Pro�t and Loss

$104,541Pro�t and Loss $109,768 $115,256 $121,020 $127,070

$39,325Net Pro�t $52,542 $65,519 $105,345 $158,127

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

Break-even Analysis

Daily Revenue Break-even $442.67

Monthly Revenue Break-even $13,280.14

Annual Revenue Brea-even $159,361.74
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As mentioned before, Promo Fuzz is a newly established advertising agency and IT company, operating through its brick and 
mortar location as well as its online location. The Company will o�er a range of high-quality services such as digital marketing, 
web design, keyword research, website & IT development, app development, and creative content.

The Company will be fully managed by its CEO and Marketing Manager Mr. Adam Persson. As previously stated, Promo Fuzz will 
operate in an expanding market in its local area. Projections show favorable trends within both Advertising Agency and IT 
industry in the next �ve years, signaling expansion opportunities, as well as possibilities for increasing prices and expanding 
service o�ering.

The Company will face a small number of direct and only few indirect competitors in its industry due to its speci�c location and 
its business model. In order to stay ahead of them, Promo Fuzz will rely on its competitive advantages, including regular growth 
research and personalized approach. The Company’s marketing strategy will set Promo Fuzz apart from its current competitors, 
who rely on limited range of service o�erings.

The Company is expected to achieve $245,000 in revenue in Year 1, and the revenue is expected to grow to $538,058 by the end 
of Year 5.

Additionally, by developing long-lasting relationships with its customers, by establishing superior and personalized service, and 
by continuously improving its o�er through productive business partnerships, Promo Fuzz will become an even more vibrant 
part of the local community. Its pro�t projections, market conditions, and existing brand awareness, make Promo Fuzz an 
exceptional business opportunity.

All �nancial and non-�nancial projections are made based on market averages and the information available in March 2022. 
Market conditions and industry trends can change as a result of multiple factors starting with unforeseen e�ects of COVID-19 
pandemic, technology, trend, and input price changes, to other e�ects such as potential declines in the global economic activity 
in the future. Overall strategy should be adapted through regular market research and projections available in the following 
years.

10 Conclusion

10.1 Disclaimer


